DVD format
Your DVD(s) will contain edited footage showing the day as I interpret it.
Usually it will be DVD-R in 16:9 widescreen format for PAL televisions, but
can also be produced in 4:3 format if you prefer (please inform me ahead of
the day after speaking to whoever might require copies).

Paul Harness

Profession

Terms of business
A 25% deposit is payable upon completion of the booking forms. The
balance is paid upon delivery of the video after the wedding.
Copyright
All footage taken by me remains my copyright. The couple must speak to
the venues to ensure they are aware I shall be attending, and pay any copyright fees required by the venues (eg. Church copyright fees). Where the
couple request particular music to be incorporated within the DVD, copyright
fees must be paid to the Performing Rights Society.
Sizes
Sizes vary due to image type and are approximate.
Variation
Prices, sizes, film formats etc. may vary without notice.
VAT
VAT is included in all the above prices at the rate prevailing at the time of
booking. Should the rate of VAT change, prices will vary accordingly.
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Videography
In addition to photography (see separate leaflet), I also offer video coverage
of your wedding. This is done using the latest high end video equipment to
produce a DVD containing footage of your day.
Please ring the number on the cover to arrange to see a sample full wedding
DVD and discuss your requirements as each wedding is different. Short
“trailer” films are available on my website.
I have full insurance cover.
Coverage
Depending on which package you choose, I can cover the rehearsal, from
the leaving address, ceremony, reception and right up to the evening reception and dancing.
Style
In every package I usually take a good selection of informal / candid footage
as well as the traditional formal style images. If you wish the proportion of
these to be increased, please let me know.
Photo slideshows
A selection of “early years” and other photos can be added to the DVD as a
slideshow, if you wish. If you have a stills photographer at your wedding,
with their permission you can also have a slideshow of those photos added.
Please discuss with me for the technicalities of what type of photographs
can be added.
Extra DVDs
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Available for £50 each.
Other extras
I can arrange a 7 inch digital “photo” frame that can sit on your mantelshelf
or coffee table and play a lower resolution version of your main film, as well
as include a slideshow of the still photographs your photographer has taken.
£150.
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